
Пригласительный (пробный) этап ВсОШ в городе
Москве, английский язык, 6-7 класс, 2021
10:00—21:00 19 май 2021 г.

Part 1

Listening
Time: 10 minutes
Maximum points – 5

№ 1 — 5

1 балл

Прослушайте аудиофайл:

Прослушать аудиофайл на youtube

Прослушать аудиофайл в отдельной вкладке

You will hear a Bus Tour advertisement. Decide if each sentence 1–5 is correct or incorrect. If it is correct, select

YES. If it is not correct, select NO.

Не забудьте проверить и сохранить свои ответы!

1. If you buy the Hop-on, Hop-off Bus Tour ticket, you can use it for at least 2 days.

Ответ

1 балл

2. The tour will be di�cult for you to understand if you don’t speak Russian.

Ответ

1 балл

3. One of the routes is not a bus route but a boat route.

Ответ

https://youtu.be/Amcb99H2Ja0
https://statgrad.org/download/230935.mp3


Part 2

Reading
Time: 15 minutes
Maximum points – 11

1 балл

4. If you like, you can start your bus tour at 10:00 in the evening and enjoy Moscow at night.

Ответ

1 балл

5. You cannot bring a dog on the tour.

Ответ



№ 1

6 баллов

Louise wrote the letter below to her town newspaper. Read the letter and do the tasks after it.

Скачать текст

To the Editor: 

(1) I am a �fth-grade student at East Bakerley Middle School. (2) I own a three-year-old Labrador named Susie, and

often exercise her on Upton’s Field. (3) I was very upset to read your editorial about dogs and that well-loved piece

of land (“Let’s Keep Roaming Dogs Out of Upton’s Field,” April 8). 

(4) You state that dogs have become a pest on Upton’s Field. (5) You also state that Upton’s Field is a park, and

that people should stick to the rules. (6) You seem to think that one of those rules is that dogs should be kept on a

leash. 

(7) I take good care of Susie. (8) She loves Upton’s Field and does not bother anyone. (9) Maybe some dogs are

pests, like you say. (10) Must all dogs and dog-owners suffer because a few people can’t keep control of their pets? 

(11) Dogs have been running free on Upton’s Field for nearly 100 years. (12) It is traditional. (13) In 1912, a farmer

named Elias Upton gave the land to the people of our town. (14) In his will, he stated that the citizens of Bakerley

should always be allowed to graze animals on it and use it for recreation. (15) Mr. Upton was ninety-eight when he

died. 

(16) Upton’s Field is not a park. (17) Elias Upton did not say anything about keeping dogs on leashes, and lots of

people see letting their dogs go for a run as good recreation. (18) I think Mr. Upton would have felt the same way. 

Louise Thompson 

Bakerley, CA

Task 1

Use context clues to guess the meaning of the following words from the text and connect them to their meanings.

There are two extra meanings you do not need to use.

Выберите нужную позицию в левом поле, кликнув по ней, затем кликните в правом поле по выбранной Вами

позиции (протянется линия). Если хотите изменить ответ, нажмите на точку в любом из полей (линия

исчезнет).

Не забудьте проверить и сохранить свои ответы!

editorial

roaming

pest

leash

somebody who is annoying

eat grass (about animals)

an article in a newspaper

a fun activity done when one is not working

a little house where animals live

https://online.olimpiada.ru/smt-portal/content/_image/bc400dbc96e05f951742bbe65bbf1b598d6746ec
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recreation

graze

walking around without a purpose

somebody who visits a place often

a piece of rope or chain tied to an animal

1 балл

Task 2

Louise’s letter has some mistakes. Choose the option to make it sound better.

Скачать текст

Не забудьте проверить и сохранить свои ответы!

Which sentence is off topic and should be taken out of the fourth paragraph?

Sentence 12

Sentence 13

Sentence 14

Sentence 15

1 балл

Which word or phrase should be added to the beginning of sentence 10 to help connect the ideas in the paragraph?

Even so,

On the other hand,

Whatever,

Although,

https://online.olimpiada.ru/smt-portal/content/_image/bc400dbc96e05f951742bbe65bbf1b598d6746ec


1 балл

Which sentence below should be added to support the ideas in the �fth paragraph after sentence 16?

Parks have fountains and �owerbeds.

Dogs can’t tell the difference between parks and open �elds.

It does not have the same rules as a park.

Upton’s Field is a �eld named after Mr. Upton.

1 балл

Louise wants to add the following sentence to the letter: 

 With respect, I disagree with you. 

Where should this sentence be added to organize the ideas correctly?

After sentence 3

After sentence 4

After sentence 5

After sentence 6

1 балл

Louise wants to add a new paragraph to her letter. Which topic should be added after the last paragraph to keep

the letter focused on the main idea?

A detailed description of Susie, the writer’s dog.

Suggested ways to keep Upton’s Field open for dogs.

A set of rules for city parks that everyone should follow.

Recommended schedules and activities for exercising dogs.



Part 3

Use of English
Time: 25 minutes
Maximum points – 29

№ 1

8 баллов

Task 1

Read the text below and choose the word that �ts best for each space. The �rst one is done for you.

Example answer:

(0) hard 

heavy 

well 

di�cult

Fire�ghting

Fire�ghting is a brave and courageous job. If you can’t imagine yourself working (0) hard , then this job isn’t for you.

Fire�ghters (1) Ответ  through special training. They never take training (2) Ответ . Some

trainees don’t make it (3) Ответ  this training. Fire�ghters (4) Ответ

train in real �res. They may �nd they don’t like climbing ladders  that are (5) Ответ  high.

Some may �nd they are hardly strong  

(6) Ответ . The �re�ghters who graduate are ready for the job. They don’t know anything

about what lies (7) Ответ , but they are trained and ready. Fire�ghters (8) Ответ

us, our pets and our homes safe. Fire�ghting is a brave and courageous career to explore.

Не забудьте проверить и сохранить свои ответы!
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14 баллов

Task 2

Read the text below and choose the correct word for each question 9-22. The �rst one is done for you.

The Big Interview

EXAMPLE

(0) has been sitting 

sat 

will sit 

had sat 

Charles (0) sat in the cafeteria with �ve other students, waiting for Ms. Swanson to interview all of them. Ms.

Swanson, the seventh-grade science teacher, (9) Ответ  for a lab helper. Charles’s

palms (10) Ответ  sweaty and his face  

(11) Ответ  hot. He wondered if his face (12) Ответ  red – and if

anyone (13) Ответ  . 

As he prepared for his interview, Charles reviewed a set of index cards with notes that he  

(14) Ответ  earlier. On each card, he (15) Ответ  an answer to a question that

Ms. Swanson (16) Ответ  ask. “The emergency eyewash station (17)

Ответ  not a place to get a drink of water,” he quietly read aloud from one card. 

Charles (18) Ответ  to check out the other candidates. Nearby, a girl with dark hair (19) 

Ответ  her own set of index cards. He (20) Ответ  as she tore a

card into tiny pieces and stuffed the pieces into her pocket. Suddenly she  

(21) Ответ  at Charles. “Are you nervous?” she asked. 

“No, I’m not nervous – not at all,” Charles stammered. “What about you?” 

“Uh, no, me (22) Ответ  ,” the girl responded. 

At that moment, Ms. Swanson appeared. “Charles Locke?” she called out.

Не забудьте проверить и сохранить свои ответы!
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7 баллов

Task 3

Below are some abbreviations used in text messaging. First, match each abbreviation with its full version. Then

scroll down and match each full version of the abbreviations with its meaning. There are three extra meanings that

you shouldn’t use.

Выберите нужную позицию в левом поле, кликнув по ней, затем кликните в правом поле по выбранной Вами

позиции (протянется линия). Если хотите изменить ответ, нажмите на точку в любом из полей (линия

исчезнет).

Не забудьте проверить и сохранить свои ответы!

Match the abbreviations with their full versions.

Match the full versions of abbreviations with their meanings. There are three extra meanings that you shouldn't

use.

BKA

DHYB

2G2BT

IMHO

YG2BK

ROFL

AFK

rolling on the �oor laughing

better known as

in my humble opinion

away from keyboard

too good to be true

Don’t hold your breath.

You’ve got to be kidding.

rolling on the �oor laughing

better known as

One can speak openly here.

In real life such things don’t happen.



in my humble opinion

away from keyboard

too good to be true

Don’t hold your breath.

You’ve got to be kidding.

I cannot answer you right now.

Don’t be like a child!

I don’t think you are serious.

Somebody has several names.

I may be wrong but this is what I think.

to have more information.

It won’t happen any time soon.

This is very funny!


